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Part IV

Other Systems: III
Pthreads: A Brief Review

LISP programmers know the value of everything

and  the cost of nothing.

Alan Perlis
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The POSIX Standard: 1/2

▪ POSIX (Portable Operating System 

Interfaces) is a family of standards for 

maintaining compatibility between 

operating systems.

▪ POSIX is a Unix-like operating system 

environment and is currently available on 

Unix/Linux, Windows, OS/2 and DOS 

(subset of POSIX).
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The POSIX Standard: 2/2

▪ Pthreads (POSIX Threads) is a POSIX standard 

for threads.

▪ The standard, POSIX.1c thread extension, defines 

thread creation and manipulation.

▪ This standard defines thread management,  

mutexes, conditions, read/write locks, barriers, etc.

▪ Pthreads standard does not have semaphores.  It 

only has condition variables and conditional wait 

and signal; but, there is no monitors.  The 

condition wait/signal follows the Mesa type rather 

than the Hoare type.
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An Important Note

▪ POSIX and Pthreads are Unix-like and inherit 

many Unix ideas.

▪ Thus, variable errno is frequently used, which 

provides a number that indicates the last error.

▪ errno is defined in the header file errno.h, 

which should be “included” into your program.

▪ For example, EINVAL – the value specified by 

mutex is invalid, EAGAIN – the maximum number 

of recursive locks for mutex has been exceeded, 

EBUSY – the mutex cannot be acquired because it 

was already locked, etc.  
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Thread Creation

▪ Always includes the pthread.h header file.

▪ pthread_create() creates a thread and runs function 

start() with argument list arg.

▪ attr specifies optional creation attributes.  If attr is 

NULL, the default values are used.

▪ Use pthread_attr_init() to initialize attributes.

▪ The ID of the newly created thread is returned with tid.

▪ Return value 0 (resp., -1) means creation success (resp., 

failure).

int pthread_create(

pthread_t             *tid,

const pthread_attr_t  *attr,

void                  *(*start)(void *),

void                  *arg); 
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Thread Exit

▪ pthread_exit() terminates the calling thread and 

returns the value stored in *status to any joining thread.

▪ pthread_exit() does not return.

▪ Use NULL for *status if you don’t use exit value.

int pthread_exit(

void       *status); 

exit value
status
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Thread Join

▪ Use pthread_join() to join with a thread.

▪ The caller waits for thread to complete and returns 

thread’s exit value if status is not NULL.  Use NULL if 

you don’t use exit value.

▪ Join failed if pthread_join() returns -1.  Check 

errno for the reason.  Otherwise, pthread_join() 

return 0.
int pthread_join(

pthread_t  thread,

void       **status); 

exit value

status
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Mutex: 1/4

▪ A mutex has the type pthread_mutex_t.  Mutexes 

initially are open.  Mutexes cannot be copied; use pointers.

▪ PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER is for initializing a static

mutex.  Use NULL if you don’t care.

▪ Use pthread_mutex_init() to initialize a mutex 

dynamically.  If successful, it returns 0.  Otherwise, -1 is 

returned and check errno for the reason of failure.

pthread_mutex_t   mutex = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;

int pthread_mutex_init(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex,

pthread_mutexattr_t  *attr); 

int pthread_mutex_destroy(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex);
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Mutex: 2/4

▪ pthread_mutex_destroy() deletes a mutex object. 

▪ If successful, pthread_mutex_destroy() returns 0.  

Otherwise, it returns -1 and sets errno.

▪ Do not destroy a mutex object while it was locked or 

referenced by another thread.

pthread_mutex_t   mutex = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;

int pthread_mutex_init(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex,

pthread_mutexattr_t  *attr); 

int pthread_mutex_destroy(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex);
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Mutex: 3/4

▪ With pthread_mutexattr_settype(),  the type of a 

mutex can be set to allow recursive locking or reporting 

deadlock if the owner locks again.

▪ If the caller successfully acquired the mutex, 

pthread_mutex_lock() returns 0.  Otherwise, it returns 

-1 and the caller failed to acquire the mutex.  Check errno.

▪ If the caller successfully released the mutex, 

pthread_mutex_unlock() returns 0.  Otherwise, (e.g., 

the caller being not the owner of the mutex), the return 

value is -1.  Check errno for the reason.

int pthread_mutex_lock(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex);

int pthread_mutex_unlock(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex);
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Mutex: 4/4

▪ If pthread_mutex_trylock() returns 0, the caller 

successfully acquired the lock and becomes the owner of this 

lock

▪ If pthread_mutex_trylock() returns -1,  the caller 

failed to acquire the lock.  See errno for the reason.  For 

example, if errno is  EBUSY, the lock is already locked.  

▪ Java’s ReentrantLock is supported by the use of

pthread_mutexattr_settype() to allow recursive 

locking.

int pthread_mutex_trylock(

pthread_mutex_t      *mutex);
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Condition Variables: 1/7

▪ Condition variables in Pthreads are used with a mutex to 

enforce mutual exclusion.

▪ pthread_cond_t is the type of condition variables.

▪ PTHREAD_COND_INITIALIZER is a macro for initializing 

a condition variable statically.

▪ A condition variable can be initialized dynamically using 

pthread_cond_init().

pthread_cond_t cond = PTHREAD_COND_INITIALIZER;

int pthread_cond_init(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

const pthread_condattr_t  *attr);

int pthread_cond_destroy(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Condition Variables: 2/7

▪ If pthread_cond_init() uses NULL for the second 

argument, default attributes are used.

▪ If pthread_cond_init() returns 0, the initialization 

was successful.  Otherwise, the returned value is -1 and 

errno has the reason.

▪ If pthread_cond_destroy() returns 0, the deletion 

was successful.  Otherwise, see errno has the reason.

pthread_cond_t cond = PTHREAD_COND_INITIALIZER;

int pthread_cond_init(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

const pthread_condattr_t  *attr);

int pthread_cond_destroy(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Condition Variables: 3/7

▪ A thread calling pthread_cond_wait() must be the 

owner of the associated mutex of the condition.

▪ A thread waits on a condition variable by calling 

pthread_cond_wait() with the mutex locked by this 

thread.  This thread is blocked immediately.

▪ The caller relinquishes the mutex and waits immediately on 

the corresponding condition.

int pthread_cond_wait(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

pthread_mutex_t           *mutex);

int pthread_cond_signal(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);

int pthread_cond_broadcast(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Condition Variables: 4/7

▪ The caller is moved to the waiting list of the condition.  The 

mutex becomes open.  Which thread can acquire this mutex 

is not specified.  

▪ Should only associate one mutex with a condition.

▪ If pthread_cond_wait() was successful, it returns 0.  

Otherwise, the returned value gives the error condition.

int pthread_cond_wait(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

pthread_mutex_t           *mutex);

int pthread_cond_signal(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);

int pthread_cond_broadcast(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Condition Variables: 5/7

▪ pthread_cond_signal() releases a thread that is 

waiting on the signaled condition cond. 

▪ If there are more than one threads waiting, one is picked 

although the releasing order is not specified.  Otherwise, 

the call to pthread_cond_signal() has no effect.

▪ pthread_cond_signal() returns 0 if successful.  

Otherwise, it returns -1 and sets errno.

int pthread_cond_wait(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

pthread_mutex_t           *mutex);

int pthread_cond_signal(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);

int pthread_cond_broadcast(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Condition Variables: 6/7

▪ The released thread competes with other threads that are 

waiting to acquire the mutex.

▪ Note that the mutex is being held by the thread calling 

pthread_cond_signal().

▪ After the released thread gets the mutex and runs, it must 

check the condition and perhaps wait AGAIN!

▪ These steps are done automatically and atomically.  

int pthread_cond_wait(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

pthread_mutex_t           *mutex);

int pthread_cond_signal(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);

int pthread_cond_broadcast(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Condition Variables: 7/7

▪ pthread_cond_broadcast() releases all waiting 

threads on cond.

▪ pthread_cond_broadcast() is the same as 

notifyAll() in Java.

▪ After the released thread gets the mutex and runs, it must 

check the condition and perhaps wait AGAIN!

▪ These steps are done automatically and atomically.  

int pthread_cond_wait(

pthread_cond_t            *cond,

pthread_mutex_t           *mutex);

int pthread_cond_signal(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);

int pthread_cond_broadcast(

pthread_cond_t            *cond);
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Simulating a Mesa Monitor: 1/2

▪ Use a mutex for protecting the monitor.

▪ Lock and unlock this mutex upon entering and 

exiting the monitor.

▪ When a thread calls a condition wait, it 

relinquishes the monitor mutex.  Once blocked, the 

monitor mutex becomes available to other threads.

▪ If the released thread (from a condition wait) 

eventually gets the monitor mutex. Re-check the 

condition as this is a Mesa type monitor. 
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Simulating a Mesa Monitor: 2/2

pthread_mutex_t MonitorLock = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;

Pthread_cond_t  cond = PTHREAD_COND_INITIALIZER;

pthread_mutex_lock(&MonitorLock); // enter the monitor

// other statements

while (condition is not met)       // this is a Mesa type 

pthread_cond_wait(&cond, &MonitorLock);

// other statements

pthread_mutex_unlock(&MonitorLock);  // exit monitor

pthread_mutex_lock(&MonitorLock); // enter the monitor

// other statements

// cause condition to happen

pthread_cond_signal(&cond);

// other statements

pthread_mutex_unlock(&MonitorLock);  // exit monitor

monitor procedure

monitor procedure
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Readers-Writers: 1/3

▪ If a writer is waiting, readers should 

wait its turn. 

pthread_mutex_t m_lock;

pthread_cond_t turn;

int reading;   // waiting readers

int writing;   // writing writer

int writers;   // waiting writers

void initialization(void)

{

pthread_mutex_init(&m_lock, NULL);

pthread_cond_init(&turn, NULL);

reading = writing = writers = 0;

}
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Readers-Writers: 2/3

void reader(void)

{

pthread_mutex_lock(&m_lock); // lock monitor

if (writers > 0)   // wait if writers are waiting

pthread_cond_wait(&turn, &m_lock);  // wait!

while (writing > 0) // if a writer is writing

pthread_cond_wait(&turn, &m_lock);  // wait!

reading++;

pthread_mutex_unlock(&m_lock);  // unlock monitor

/* reading */

pthread_mutex_lock(&m_lock); // lock monitor

reading--;

pthread_cond_signal(&turn);

pthread_mutex_unlock(&m_lock); // unlock monitor

}

reader

Is the use of if good enough?  Why?

using broadcast can release

multiple threads (e.g., readers)
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Readers-Writers: 3/3

void writer(void)

{

pthread_mutex_lock(&m_lock); // lock monitor

writer++;

while (reading > 0 || writing > 0)

pthread_cond_wait(&turn, &m_lock);

writing++;

pthread_mutex_unlock(&m_lock);  // unlock monitor

/* writing */

pthread_mutex_lock(&m_lock); // lock monitor

writing--;

writers--;

pthread_cond_signal(&turn);

pthread_mutex_unlock(&m_lock); // unlock monitor

}

writer

using broadcast can release

multiple threads (e.g., readers)

there are readers reading
a writer is writing
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Analysis: 1/6

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

these two whiles are reasonable

a reader can proceed if there is no writing writer

a writer can proceed if there is no reading readers

and no writing writer 
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Analysis: 2/6

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

why is if used rather 

than while?
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Analysis: 3/6

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

This line is important, because 

after a thread is released it

may not get the mutex back

immediately.

Therefore, before the released 

thread can get to the while

a writer could come making

writers non-zero.

But readers at least tried to

wait if they saw waiting

writers.
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Analysis: 4/6

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

a thread waiting on turn here

may be released by a reader or

a writer. 
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Analysis: 5/6

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

if a thread is released by a reader, 

the released thread may not see 

writers > 0,  but the released 

one waits for  no writing writers.

if there are readers reading, it is OK 

because readers can read at the 

same time.

therefore, whether there are waiting 

writers does no matter. 
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Analysis: 6/6

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

if a thread is released by 

a writer, at that moment

there is no writer.

by the time the released

thread is running, 

situation can change and

must wait for no writer

again.

still good!
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Summary

condition  turn;

if (writers > 0)     while (reading > 0

turn.wait();          || writing > 0)

while (writing > 0)     turn.wait();

turn.wait();

turn.signal();       turn.signal();

if a thread is released by 

a writer, at that moment

there is no writer.

by the time the released

thread is running, 

situation can change and

must wait for no writer

again.

still good!

if a thread is released by a reader, 

the released thread may not see 

writers > 0,  but the released 

one waits for  no writing writers.

if there are readers reading, it is OK 

because readers can read at the 

same time.

therefore, whether there are waiting 

writers does no matter. 

these two whiles are reasonable

why is if used rather 

than while?

This line is important, because 

after a thread is released it

may not get the mutex back

immediately.

Therefore, before the released 

thread can get to the while

a writer could come making

writers non-zero.

But readers at least tried to

wait if they saw waiting

writers.

a thread waiting on turn here

may be released by a reader or

a writer. 
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Questions

▪ In this solution, writers must wait until there is no 

readers reading and no writers writing.  This is fine.

▪ On the readers side, readers wait until there is no

waiting writers. Does this solution work correctly?

▪ This solution does not force the writers to wait until 

there is no waiting readers.  Can you do that?

▪ What if the if statement is changed to a while? 

What goal or goals can be achieved?

▪ What if all whiles are changed to ifs and this is a 

Hoare type monitor?  What can be achieved?
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Simulating a Hoare Monitor

▪ Simulating a Hoare type monitor requires the use of 

general semaphores.  

▪ The Pthreads standard does not have semaphores.   

POSIX.1b standard has the Unix semaphores.

▪ With POSIX.1b semaphores, it is easy to simulate a Hoare 

type monitor.  See Slides 80-83 of 10-Monitors.pdf for 

the details.  Or, you may watch the video from 12:04 in 

Other Topics (Semaphore and Monitor Equivalence. etc.).

▪ Check the slides/videos page here: 
https://www.csl.mtu.edu/cs3331.ck/www/3331-slides.html

▪ Course web site: 
http://www.csl.mtu.edu/cs3331.ck/www/Home.html

https://www.csl.mtu.edu/cs3331.ck/www/3331-slides.html
http://www.csl.mtu.edu/cs3331.ck/www/Home.html
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Languages vs. Libraries: 1/2

▪ Libraries are extension to a sequential language.

▪ Programmers may try various approaches that fit 

his/her needs.  Programs can be deployed without 

requiring any changes in the tools (e.g., compiler).

▪ Libraries may not be well-defined and completely 

portable.  Some features may be difficult to define 

and/or implement (e.g.,  Hoare type monitors).

▪ Programs may be difficult to understand because 

API function calls can scatter everywhere and 

sometimes cryptic.
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Languages vs. Libraries: 2/2

▪ With the language-based approach, the intent of 

the programmer is easier to express and 

understand, both by other programmers and by 

program analysis tools.

▪ Languages usually require the standardization of 

new constructs and perhaps new keywords.

▪ Language features are fixed.  Each language may 

only support one or a few concurrent 

programming models and may not be very flexible.
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The End


